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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS. 
1. FUNDAltfENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS. 
~Ietric. English. 
Symbol. 
Symbo!. Unit. I · ·ymbo!. Unit. 
Length .. . 
Time .... . 
Force ... . 
l 
t 
F 
meter ......... ... .. . ....... 1 
second ... . . .. .. . .......... . 
weight of one kilogram ..... ' 1 
----
m. 
sec. 
k ,!.!;. 
foot(o rmile).: ......... ft. (or mi .. 
~e('ond (or hour) ....... sec. (or hr. ). 
weight of ono pound... . lb. 
Power... P kg.m/sec .. .. ...... . . ... .. . .... ....... . horsepower. ...... . ..... . IP 
Speed .... .... ...... mfsec .............. .. ..... . m. p. s . mi/hr. ........... .... ... 11. P. n. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
Weigh t, IF =1ng. 
Standard acceleration of gravity, 
g=9. OGm/::;e .~ =32.172ft/sec.l 
W' Mll.ss 1n = -
, fl 
Density (mR~s per umt volume), p 
Standard den:;ity of dry air, 0.1247 (kg.-m.-
sec.) at 1.3.6°C. and 760 mm. = 0.00237 (lb.-
ft .-sec.) 
• pecinc ,,'eight of "standard" air, 1.223 kg /m .3 
= 0.0763.5 lb /ft .3 
Moment of iner tia, mk2 (indicate axis of th~ 
rilcli~ls of gyration, 7.:, by proper subscript). 
Area. S; wing area, Sw, etc. 
Gap,G 
Span , b; chord length, c. 
Aspect ratio = blc 
Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge,f. 
Coefficient of ,iscosity, J.L. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS. 
True air peed, V 
Dynamic (or impact) pre sure, q = ~ p F~ 
.v 
LifL, L; absolute coefficient OL= qt 
Drng, D; absolu te coeflicient Cil = DS q . 
Cl'o3s-wind f(lfCC, 0; ab olute cuefficient 
(I 
Oc= qS' 
R e:mltant force, R 
(Note that these coefficient are twice as 
large it · the old coefficients L e , Dc. ) 
ngle of se tting of wings (relative to thrust 
line), i", 
An;;lc of stabilizer setting with reference to 
t.hrus t line i, 
Dihedral angle] 'Y 
R e'i'Dohb Number = p Vl, where l is a linear di-
• J.L 
mension. 
e. g. , for f1 m odcl airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 mi/hr., 
normal pre sure, O°C: 255,000 and at 15.6°C] 
230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm. chord, -1.0 Dl/sec., 
corresponding numbers are 299]000 and 
270]000. 
Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of C. P. from leading edge to chord length) 1 
Op. 
.Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
10'w er wing. (it-i ..... ) = ~ 
Angle of aLtack] ex 
Angle of downwash] e 
., 
• 
---
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REPORT ·No. 185. 
THE RESISTANCE OF SPHERES IN WIND TUNNELS AND IN AIR. 
By Da.vid L. Ba.con and Elliott G. Reid. 
SUMMARY. 
To supplement. the stnndardization tesLs now in progress at several laboratories, a broad 
illYPstigation of Lhc resistance of sphere in wind tunnels and free air ha been carried out by 
Lhe National Advi ory CommiLLee for Aeronautics. 
The subject hilS been classic in aerodynamic research and, in con equence, there is avail-
able it great l11lLSS of data from previous investigation. This material was given careful con-
sidemtion in laying ouL the research, and explanation of practically all the disagreement between 
former experiments has resulted. A satisfactory confirmation of Reynolds law has been accom-
pli hed, the effect of means of support determined, the range of experiment greatly extended 
by work in the new variable density tunnel, and the effects of turbulence investigated by work 
in the tunnels and by towing and dropping tests in free air. 
It is concluded that the erratic nature of most of the previous work is due to support 
interference and differing turbulence conditions. While the question of support has been 
investigated thoroughly, a systematic and comprehensive study of the effects of scale and 
quality of turbulence will be necessary to complete the problem, as this phase was given only 
general treatment. 
INTRODUCTION. 
Rapid developments in both apparatus and technique have made the wind tunnel an accu-
rate and sen itive experimental device but thi development has also brought out one of its 
greatest shortcomings. This is found in the fact that the disagreement between data obtained 
from different wind tunnels is much greater than can be attributed to experimental errors. 
It has been noted that the disagreement between the values of sphere resistance, as given 
by :variou investigators, is proportionally greater than that found for any other universally 
tested object. It has also been recognized that the air flow about a sphere is of very unstable 
character and all the existing data points to it as an extremely sensitive indicator of air-stream 
characteristics. 
The tests of the standardization program confirmed this belief, and the present research 
was instituted with the purpose of separating the factors which control the resistance, ascer-
taining the magnitude and character of their effect, and formulating certain criteria for sphere 
testing and its interpretation when used a a mean of tandardizing wind tunnels. 
RESUME OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH. 
A multitude of methods has been applied to the problem of sphere 1'e istance. Although 
the greater part of the work has been done in wind tunnel, some experiment have been made 
in free air and in water. In the last two cases, towing as well as free ascent and descent have 
been applied, and at least one experimenter measured the resistance of a sphere in natural 
winds, using a specially constructed spring balance for the purpose. The collected data from 
previou work are amazing; the graphical representation of the results shows such large dis-
crepancie that one really hesitates to consult the tabular records. The results of the more 
important researches are shown in Figure l. 
It is the purpo e of this resume to enumerate, briefly, the conditions of each of these tests, 
in so far as is possible, and to point out those features which seem to have the greatest bearing 
on the fundamental problem. 
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N. P. L. (Pannell).- Pannell's experiments were carried out in the 3, 4 and 7 foot (0.92, 
1.22 and 2.13 meters) square wind channel of the National Physical Laboratory, and in free air 
(natural winds). The tunnels were all of the closed throat, open circuit type, and the . P. L. 
balance was used throughout. While no specific mention of the method of support is made in the 
report covering the work,1 Colonel teadman, of the Canadian Air Board, who was associated with 
the . -Po L . at the time of this research, i authority for the information that a cros -wind 
spinelle was used in nearly all cases, although ome tests were made in which the spheres were 
supported by right-angle spindle which entered from down tream, and adclitional support 
was had by wire attached at the ends of a cro tunnel cliameter or the extreme upstream 
point. Indications point toward an air tream of better than aVeraO'e turbulence character-
istics. The curve of resistance coefficient ( 00) against Reynold number (E) has no very 
unusual characteristics except that it has two points of inilection clo e to the minimum value 
of 00 • The minimum value is a little higher than average. 
The te ts made in natural winds show very little. The drag coefficients are not consistent 
among themselves although they are con istently lower than tho e obtained in the tunnel. 
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FIG. I.- Collected wind tunnel data (taken from B. A. C. A. 
R. & M. No. 190). 
upport was by a pindle perpendicular to the wind 
vector. 
Gottingen (Prandtl and Wieselsberger) .- The 
investigations of Prandtl and WieselsberO'er 2 are 
the most comprehensive on record. Attention 
wa given to the factor governing the flow of air 
about the sphere rather than to the absolute 
values of OD. The effect of artificially produced 
turbulence were tudied, the movement of the 
circle of discontinuity was observed by the use 
of smoke filament, and the effect of forcing the 
formation of the discontinuity was al 0 ascer-
tained. Surface roughness, as well, had some 
tudy. orne theories advanced by Prandtl will 
be mentioned later. 
The tests were can-ied out in a tunnel of the 
continuous-circuit, Eiffel chamber type. The 
method of support i shown in Figure 2. As re-
gaTds tUTbulence, the condition was exceptionally 
good. Figure 1 shows only one curve from these 
te t , and it is an aveTage of the results obtained with a smooth.sphere in the air stream when 
as free from turbulence as po "ible. The 00 curve hows a very harp transition from one ilow 
regime to another at the extraordinarily high Reynolds number 3.0 X 105 and its lope from 
the minimum point on i more steeply upward than found el ewhel'e. 
E~ttfl.-Eiffel's te ts 3 were conducted in an open-circuit, Eillel-chamber type tunnel. 
Two method of support were used, pendulum and back pindle. Both are illustrated in 
Figure 2. The air stream was known to be very turbulent, and this is mentioned by Wiesels-
berger in his comment on the tests. The minimum value of the drag coefricient, as found 
with the spindle support, is lower than that obtained by any other experimenter with exception 
of Riahouchinsky. The transitional r6gime of flow occurs at the Reynolds number, 2.0 X lOS, 
and beyond this point the curve from the different m thods of support gradually approach 
each other. EiITel ucceecled in reaching a higher VL value than ha been attained anywhere 
el e in tunnel work, his maximum being 6.0 X 105 • 
The curve shown in Figure 1 is merely a ample, {or the 00 versu E curves from different 
spheres are not cl0 e to coincidence. The one hown ari es from a Le t of a 33-cenLimeter 
(12.99.5 inch ) sphere on a back spindle. 
I British Advisory Committee, R. & M. No. 190. 
'Z. F. M.,1914, p. lol-l. Physikalische Zeitschrift, 1921, V22, (N . A. C. A. Technical Note No. 84). 
'NouveUes Recherches sur Is Resistance de l'Air et l'Aviation. 
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Koutchino (Riaboucbinsky) .-Riabouchin ky 4 has made a material contribution to testing 
technique in the form of his phere upport, which i illustrated in Figure 2. While hi air 
flow wa extremely turbulent, results show a lower minimum drag coefTicient than ha heen 
found anywhere else, although he ha e tabli hed the tnm ilional regime of flow at a lower 
Reynold number than is usual without forcing the formation of it di continuity. 
Costanzi.-Costanzi' tunnel te t 5 were made n,t very low Reynold number, and little 
weight i attached to them because they exhibit characteri tics which are contradictory to tho e 
of all other experimenters. 
His tests in the towing ba in 0 are of litLie value. An unu ual method of support was 
used (cc J. A. C. A. Technical <ite No. 44), and, a would be expected, the CD ver~us E CUlTes 
for clifIerent pheres do not follow Reynolds' la.w. 
Universite de Paris (Maurain) .-ilfaurain's tests,1 carried out uncleI' condition quite similar 
to those of Eiffel, cover only a small range, and exhibit no lillusual chara teristics, agreeing 
well with Eiffcl's value. 
St. Oyr Laborafory (Tous aint and Hayer) .- Tou aint and Hayer 8 made numerous teRt of 
small spheres in a very high peed tunnel but obtained re ult 
in no way novel. upport wa. by a diametral wire, and the 
air flow wa not particularly favorable, the tunnel having an 
entrance cone which terminated very abruptly a short di tance 
ahead of the working section. 
Shakespear.-The de cenL of celluloid spheres in free air 
wa, tudied by hake pear.9 lIe worked in a very low Rey-
nolds number range buL obtained quite consi tent result . 
IIi data indicate the exi tence of a bump in the CD curve, a 
condition which Co tanzi also found. 
Imperial Technical chool oj Jio. cow CLoukianof) .-Lou-
kianof ha made some te t on sphere, 10 but information 
concerning his methods i not available. His D CUTve 
resemble no other, having a very larae minimum value and a 
shape omewhat similar to curve obtained at G6ttingen in the 
,,'ork on artificial di con tinui tie .. 
IIasselberg and Birkeland.- The e experimenters worked 
with hydrogen-filled, rubber balloon. The tinle of a cent to 
a known height in very still air was measured and, buoyancy 
~.~_ . boflmgen . ~ To draq - balance 
0- Wlr6COUr7fer vee welghf £tffel - (pendulum) 
6 £trrel (Spindle) 
Double spmdle from balance 
~ 
Riabouchinsky 
FIG. 2.- Mrlhods or supporting sphere. 
being known, resistance coefficient were calculated on the ba i of a con tant peed being 
attained at a height of 4 meters (13 feet). 
The re ults of Lhese te ts are not as regular as those obtained in tunnel but a menn Villn 
of the r eo i tance coefficients beyond the critical range i about 0.16 and the critical point occur ' 
at approximately E= 2.75 X 10 s. 
N. A. O. A. (1.922).-The mo t recent 1'e earch i that made la t ummel' at Lanaley Field by 
Crowley and Brown of the J ational Advi ory ommittee for Aeronautic. ll Thrir lnve tigation 
wa made by towing pheres of 7.5 to 3 centimeter. (2.95 to 14.96 inche ) dinmeter below all 
airplane in night. The pheres were u~pended by a single fine piano \\' ire and thr resi:;tnnce 
calculated from the anale of trail. Wire drag wa obtained by u ing different length of wire. 
This research cover a very large range, reaching E= 9 X 10 5 , and CD ha a minimum of 
0.120. The existence of two points of inflection in the CD curve, ~1. in the N. P. L. tunnel 
tests, wa found here. The Reynold number for the critical range was very much higher than 
any tunnel value, occurring at E= 3.75 X 10 0. 
'Bulletin del'lnslitute Aerodynamique de Koutchino Fnscicule \ ' , (N .• \. C. A. Technical Note No. 44). 
" Rnssegna aero-Maritlima, April, 1914. 
• Rendiconli delle Espericnze e dcghli Studi, October, 1912. 
, Aero del'Universite de Paris, Fascicule III, 1913. (N. A. C. A. Technical Note No. 45.) 
• N. A. C. A. Technical Note 0.45 . 
• British Association Meeting, October, 1913 . 
.. L'Ecole Imperial Technique de Moscow, 1914. 
11 Unpublished report. 
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Few of the experimenters have offered any explanations which would tend to clarify, mate-
rially, the muddled condition of the problem. Pannell and Prandtl agree that the critical or 
transitional regime may be shifted along the Reynolds number cale by a change of turbulence, 
the break coming at a maller value for each increase in turbulence. Prandtl and Wieselsberger 
have shown that a ring of wire on the upstream surface of the sphere will make a hysteresis 
loop appear in the re istance coefficient curve, if the critical range is approached from both 
directions, and they have shown a small variation in minimum due to differing turbulence condi-
tions. Riabouchinsky's unusual means of upporting the sphere eems the only possible ex-
planation for his nonconforming results. Several investigators have cast aspersions on con-
temporary research, claiming that if the phere diameter exceed a certain proportion of the 
tunnel throat diameter, a large boundary interference will appear and cause disagreement. 
But beyond such generalities, practically no definite information has been obtained. Thi 
is the material which forms the groundwork 
for the present research. An outline of the 
work follows. 
OUTLINE OF THE RESEARC .... 
A thorough tudy of the information 
reviewed led to the conclusion that in thi , as 
in most aerodynamic problem , the number of 
variables liable to become of major impor-
tance had been underestimated or not consid-
ered sufficiently. With the object of separating 
the various factors and investigating the effect 
of each one upon the resistance of a sphere as 
measured experimentally the r e earch was out-
lined as follows: 
ection 1. Confirmation of R eynold law 
by tests of two sphere under identical con cli-
tions of turbulence and upport, the latter to 
have the lea t po sible interference. 
Section II. Investigation of the inter-
ference effects of various supports. 
Section III. Investigation of the effects 
of turbulence. 
Section IV. Test in the variable density 
tunnel in an attempt to obtain confirmation 
of the results from the atmospheric tunnel, FIG. 4.-Gcneral view of balance room showing . P. L. balance. 
and to extend the experimental range to values of Reynold number hitherto unexplored. 
Section V. Tests in free air .using falling phere , with the objects of correlating, if possible, 
the turbulence condition there with that exi ting in ,vind tunnel , of checking the result obtained, 
at high values of E, in the variable den ity tunnel, and of determining, at least approximately, 
the absolute value of the resistance of pheres in free ail'. 
DESCRIPTION OF TESTS; PRESENTATION OF DATA. 
The tests required by Sections I , II, and III were carried out in the 5-foot (1.52 meters) 
atmospheric, o. 1, ~d tunnel of the National Advisory Committee. This tunnel is of the 
open-circuit, closed-throat type, and is completely described in . A. C. A. Technical Report 
o. 195. Figure 3 is a longitudinal section of the tunnel. 
The balance used was of the N. P. L . type, specially constructed for this tunnel and a com-
plete description of it is contained in Report o. 72 of the . A. C. A. Figure 4 shows the balance 
as used. Only one change of importance has been incorporated in the balance since its in talla-
tion. This consisted in replacing the original pivot with a ball-bearing which rests on three 
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small balls supporLed in a spherical cup. The new arrangement ha been found more en itive 
and Ie liable to error and damage than the old one. 
The balance is capable of mea 1U'inO" force within tho limit ± 0.0002 kilogram (0.0004 
pound) and proper adju tment of stability and damping were so easily maintained that an error 
of more than ± 0.5 per cent seems improbable for the most adverse condition encountered. 
Details of the fir t three clivi ions of the research follow immediately. 
SECTION I. 
In aLLempLing to confirm Reynolds law, it was thought be t to test only two spheres, both 
small in comparison Lo the tllToat diameter. Because of the apparent efl'ect of the comparative 
scale of tw-bulen e in existing data, the fine honeycomb (tubes Ys x 3 inche ) wa kept in the 
throat to produce a tw-bulence of very small {( grain." 
The pheres used were of 15 (5.905) and 20 centimeters (7. 74 inche ) diameter, tw-ned 
from laminated maple, accw-ately gauged for true sphericity and finished to a high gloss by 
varnishing and rubbing. A threaded bras plug wa built into each sphere for spindle attach-
ment. This plug was carefully fini hed flush with the ul'face. 
NP L. B%nce 
FIG. 5. - eL up [or sphere tests. 
0. 5 r-------,----------,--, 
0.4 
'" 0.3 ql"g, 
" ~ 02r-+--r-+-\~+_~~_,-,~ 
0. .I 1--+---r-
OOo.~~----2--~3~--4--~5 
E= Vd)(lO-S 
u 
FIG. 6.- ' imiliLudc LesLs on spheres in No.1 wind Lunnel 
with fine honeycomb. 
The drawing, Figw-e 5, shows the means of supporting the sphere for test. The bent 
spindle i CI'ewed into a vertical spindle held in the balance chuck. Each sphere had its own 
bent spindle, the length of the horizontal portion being equal to the diameter of the sphere. 
The phere is, of cow-se, up tream f.rom the fairing surrounding the vertical spindle and there wa 
no auxiliary upport u ed, the phere being on a true cantilever spindle. The fairing was of 
conventional strut cross section, smooth and varni hed, and was % by lYs inches (16 x 35 milli-
meters) at the top. 
The actual taking of data for these test was quite simple. Only the ill'aO" arm of the balance 
wa used the lift arm having been limited to the smalle t pos ible motion which would give 
freedom of the pivot. Ob el'vations of the drag force were taken progre sively in both direction 
throughout the operatinO" range and as no hystere i effects were ob erved, no comment is 
necessary. 
The resi tance coefficients were calculated from quantities expressed in units of the kilo-
gram metor second sy tern, a 
wherein 
D i the measured drag, 
q is the dynamic pre sure, and 
d is the diameter of the sphere. 
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It will be seen that the coefficient, OD, is climen ioules and it unit is one-half that of the 
Bl'iti h sy tem. The value of Reynold number were calculated from the formula: 
E= Vdp 
wherein 
J.L 
V is the airspeed, 
d is the sphere diameter, 
J.L i the coefficient of visco ity, and 
p i the mass density of air, all in unit of the kilogram meter econd sy tern. 
Table I contains the data from the e te t and they are graphically reproduced in Figure 6.
 
From these re ults , it would eem that Reynolds law i almo t perfectly confirmed for the
 
existing et of te t conditions. Further di cu ion of the re ult will be reserved unti
l the 
presentation of data is completed. SECTION II. 
The inve tigation of the interference effect of supporting device was ubdivided into
 
two group, one dealing with wire and one with spindles . 
For the work on spindle interference, the 20··centimeter (7. 7 inches) phere w, et up a 
III ection I and the balance head rotated through a eries of angle , drag being measur
ed at 
22 
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at25m.p.s.in 0.1 tunnel with fine honeycomb. 
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0.00 .'" 
I'IG. .-ElIect of wire support On sphere resistance in 
No.1 tunnel with fine honeycomb. 
each etting. The entire run wa made at 25 m. p. . ( 2 ft. p. ec.). pindle draa was 
then taken, without the phere attached, at the ame ettina . "'bile the pindl draa 
tl1U. 
obtained can not be truly correct, it will be een from the data that their maanitude i u h
 that 
an error of 100 per ccnt would have little, if an.y, effect on th general nature of the conclu
 ion 
to be drawn from thi work. The data ar tabulated in 'I able III and plotted in Figure 7. 
To attempt to check up on all the III thod of wire upport previou ly u d would ha\"e been
 
an immen e ta k and, without con iderable coordinating work, quite u Ie alone. 0 i
t wa 
decided to begin by tud:ring the effect. of radial wir and the re ult proved 0 preanant
 with 
explanation of a laJ'ge number of the di crepancie among prenou re earche that no fu
rther 
work on wire was done. 
The te t which were made con i ted in tting up the 20- entim tel' phere a in ection
 
I, attaching an 0.01 -inch (0.46 millimeter) wire radially to the phere and mea uring the draa 
forces throughout the speed ranae. One end of the wir wa twi ted to a tiny wire brad w
hich 
was driven flush in the phere and the ther end was taken throuah an opening in the tu
nnel 
wall and attached directly to the drag aJ'm 0 that the wire in no \my re trained the bal
ance. 
Several po itions of the wire were u cd, varying from perpendicular to the air tream t
o an 
angle of 30° forward of the cro -tunnel plane. 
The e data will be found in Table IV and aJ' graphically repre ented in Figure . 
67 37-24-2 
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SECTION m. 
The effect of turbulence on the resistance of phere have been more firmly establi hed by 
prevlOu inve tigations than have most other factors, so the work in this line wa largely one 
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FIG. 9.-Etrcct of tmblllence on spbere resistance. 
J 
of confirmation. 
The sphere were supported on the bent spindles 
as previou ly and all conditions maintained except 
for the presence of the honeycomb at the entrance of 
the experimental section. It wa replaced by a wire 
creen of i -inch mesh (6.3 millimeters) and the drag 
force measured as formerly. For the next run, the 
creen was moved up to clo e proximity with the 
phere and a new set of data taken. Finally, the 
creen wa removed, leaving the tunnel lear from 
entrance honeycomb to model and a third et of 
r eadings made. Thi last condition is characterized 
a "open tunnel." 
The data on the 20-centimeter (7. 74 inches) 
sphere, Laken under these condition, are contained 
in Table V, and are plotted with those from Table 
II in Figure 9. Although data were taken on the 
15-cenLimeter (5.905 inche) phere as well, they are 
not included because they are so very similar to those 
for the larger one that it would be somewhat confusing. This will be referred to again in the 
discu ion. 
1-- --------:-35' 
(lO.668m) 
I 
A-Primar/. ring honeycomb £-Secondary honeycomb H-Two-blade propeller, 
(6''x2'-1524x50B cm lubes) (I2''x2Y;-30.4Bx6.35 cm tubes) 7 foof (2.134 m) diameter 
B-Deflector F -Model I -Dead air space 
C-Liff balance G- Weighl J-Balance ring 
a-Drag bolance K-Door 
FIG. LO.- The N.A. C. A. variablodcnsily No.2 wind tunnel. 
SECTION IV. 
The te t of Lhi divi ion wore ctlnied out in tho now variable den ity No.2 wind tunnel at 
Langley Memorial I,.,eronautical Laboratory. The unique feature distingui hing thi tunnel 
i tho use of air differing in density from that of tho atmo phere. By this means, the kinematic 
viscosity, of the te t medium and, con equontly, the Reynolds number of the experiment, are 
variable, although the air speed icon tanto The general arrangement and proportions may 
bo seen in the sectional drawing, Figure 10, and the photograph, Figure I I. 
Figure 10 indicate the u e of a econd honeycomb of 2! by 12 inche (6 .3 by 30 centi-
meters) tubes, for sphere te ts, installed at the front of the throat section. This measure 
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became necessary when it was found that the ring honeycomb, '2 by 6 inches (.5 by 15 
centimeter ) tubes, was in ufficient to counteract Lhe torque of the propeller. The re ult was 
FIG. H.-Variable donsity No.2 wind tunnel. 
naturally a coru.· e cale of tmbulence at the test section, but, a thi was only a temporary 
arrangement, the re ults need not be taken to indicate that a turbulent condition will exist in 
futme testing. 
0.40. 20. em sphere 
0.20. 
• 
. 
0..0.4 
0.0.2 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.81.0 2 4 6 8 10. 20. 40. 
E = Vdx1O- S V 
FIG. l2.-Resistanco or sphere in variable density tunnel. 
Only the 20-centimeter (7. 74 inche ) . phore was tested in the variable density tunnel. A 
heavy steel bar was made fa t to the main balance ring so that it wa coincident with the hori-
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zontal diameter of the tunnel throat. Around it was fitted a hollow wood strut of 2, inche 
(6.35 centimeters) maximum thiclme and fmeness ratio 3 (approximate). Through a small 
hole at the center of the strut , a traight pindle was screwed into the teel bar it free end 
projecting axially upstream. The sphere was attached to the end of the pindle, the latter 
0 4 
03 
'I--" V I 
01 
20 em sphere 
-
!--:--
extending clear through it, and threading 
into the original bra plug in the up-
tream surface of the phere. Thi 
method was deemed nece al'y in "View 
of the long pindlo and large force,. 
The et up, then, con i ted of the sphere 
on a spindle enterinO' its downstream 
ide, and being 25 centimeters (9 . 
inches) ahead of the ('1'0 s tunnel strut 
and 65 centimeters (25 inches) behind 
the honeycomb. 
The actual te ting consi ted in 
measuring the drag forces under con-
dition of varying den ity and a con tant 
speed of about 22 m . p. . (72 ft. p. sec .) . An enorm ou r ange of Reynolds number wa 
covered and much new information discovered. It w.ill be een from the curve, Figure 12, 
that 'everal et of data were taken over the entire te ting r ange, and, hecau e of their bulk, 
tabular data are omitted. FiO'ul'e 13 (nonlogarithmic) will give a botter idea of the large VL 
4 8 /2 /6 20 
E = Vdx10 -5 IJ 
24 28 32 36 
FIG. l3.-Resistanco of sphere in variable density tunnel. 
range covered. 
ECTION V. 
The problem of procuring data on the resistance of spheres in free ail' presented many diffi-
culties at the out et. However , followinO' the suggestion of recording the rates of descent of 
spheres of lmown weight, while falling freely, a 
li ttle p reliminary work with a meteorological 
type theodolite pav d the way for a very ea y 
solu tion. A pair of identical recording theodo-
lites, one of which is shown in Figure 14, were 
buil t and found to function very ati factorily. 
The operation of the in trument con i ts in 
keeping the horizontal cros<' hail' of a pair of 6-
power artillery binoculars on the falling obJ ect 
and, by so doing, makinO' a time elevation-angle 
record of the path. 
Reference to the photograph will how that 
the glasse are attached to a frame which i free to 
rotate in the vertical plane about the pivot (a) 
and to which i attached the qUfLdrant carrying 
the record blank of sensitized indicator paper. 
The ernul ion u ed gives a black line when 
scratched with brass. The fL'(ed arm (b) arrie 
the recording a semblywhich con ists of a pair of 
electromagnet which act upon a pivoted arma-
ture in which a bra tylus (c) is mounted. 
The motion of the tylus is about 1/32 inch 
(0.7 millimeter), radifLl as referred to the quad-
rant, and return i brollO'ht about by an ela tic 
cord attached to the armature below the pivot. 
FIG . l4.-Recording theodolite. 
A chronometric contact makes and breaks the electromagnet circui t: The vertical post, upon 
which both assemblie are mounted, is free to traverse . 
• 
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Thus, with the interruption of the circuit at regular intervals, the angular motion of t
he 
binoculars and quadrant is recorded in the form of a notched arc. The observations 
being 
made on a vertical drop, these record are easily rectified into space-time curves which
 show 
whether or not a teady speed of descent has been attained and, if so, its magnitude
. To 
locate the starting point of the rectification, the altitude, as read by an experienced tes
t pilot 
from a carefully calibrated altimeter, was a sumed correct. 
Simultaneous record, taken with two such instruments, have shown that rather surprisin
g 
accuracy may be obtained. It was found that with pra~ticed ob erver and favorable visibility 
conditions the position of a 12-inch (30 centimeter) sphere, as determined from separate 
rectifications of the in trument records, would have a maximum departure of not more
 than 
± 30 feet (9 meters) from a mean curve, although in a drop from 2,000 feet (6 10 meters) alti-
tude a terminal speed of over 160 ft. p. ec. (4 m. p. .) wa attaill('d. FiO'ure 15 is a sample of 
the curves obtained. 
The actual te ts were carried out with a marked re pect for weather conditions. Goo
d 
visibility 'was neces ary, and no m'ops were made unle s there wa practically no wind. E
xami-
nation of the records of the ignal Corps meteorological station at Langley Field showed
 that 
it wa unu ual to have very much difference in wind velocity b tween ground level and 2,00
0 feet 
(610 meters) altitude, and so spheres were 
droppcd under well-determined . condition. 
No account was taken of either the pos ible 
600 
effect of wind or the initial horizontal speed 
of the sphere on leaving the airplane in the 
rectification of records. Conditions were 0 F::. 400 
chosen that the exi ting windage would be of !; 
negligible consequence, and it was found by ~ ~300 
trial that the spheres fell almo t truly verti- "-
500 
cally because the lipstream eemed to com- ~200 
pletely de troy the initial forward peed. 
Spheres of three kinds were used. A 
split bra s mold of 20 centimeters (7. inches) 
inside diameter was made in the shop and, 
in this, spheres of varying wall thiclme 
were cast from Montana wax. They had a 
fine glazed urface 'when ca t and were 
100 
o 
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FIG. 15.-Sphere drop. 
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varnished with a mixture of varni h and chrome yellow to improve vi ibility. The var
ni h 
wa rubbed with fine andpaper and oil when lry. 
In the attempt to cast thick walled wax phere a O'ood d al of diffi ulty wa en ountere
d 
becau e it eemed almo t impo ible to eliminate bubble in the wax. About thi time 
it wa 
found that large rubber urC balls, which weI' very accurately made and had mooth , 
bright 
colored sUTfaces, could be purcha ed. Two of the e phere w re obtained. They were ab
out 1 
foot (30 centimeters) in diameter and uiliciently heavy to attain high terminal peed. One of 
them wa u e 1 without alteration, but the other, denot d a "yellow " in the tabular re
 ult , 
was punctured, loaded with and, reinflated, and patch d. 'l'h patch applied wa o
f I,he 
kind u ed on automobile inner tube. It wa found almo t impo ible to get a mooih juncture 
of patch again t phere surface. After everal drop of each pher it wa noted that the 
coeffi-
cient re ulting from drop of the patched sphere were very erratic and higher than tho e
 from 
the other. An attempt to reach till higher terminal peed by very heavy loading of 
the 
blue phere re ulted in equally suspicious data, and 0 the difficulty wa attributed t
o the 
patched urface and the proce , a uch, abandoned. The patched pher had been 
een to 
twist and " cork crew" when falling and this wa not eliminated by fLxing part of the
 con-
tained load opposite the patch. 
pheres of the third variety u ed were made of wood. They were of 30 (11. 1) and 3 
centimeters (14.96 inche ) diameter and of the arne a cura y and fine fini h fi Lhose u ed in 
, 
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the ·wind tunnel tests, as they had been made for and used in the towing tests. The drops of 
the e spheres gave very regular results and, a a Reynold number of 15 X 105 was attained, the 
re earch terminated with their destruction . 
Listed in the summary, Table VI, will be found all the results of this work. The curve for 
OD versus E appear in Figure 16. Figme 17 shows, graphically, the relation of the results from 
all the researche on pheres made by the J. A. C. A. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS; COMPARISON WITH EXISTING DATA. 
The imilitude tests of ection I have shown that, under such conditions as existed there, 
the truth of Reynolds law is beyond que tion. The excellence of agreement between the two 
set of data is attributed largely to the very fine " grain " or " texture" of turbulence in the 
airstream. This is aid in view of the data obtained from the tests of ection II. In Table II 
will be found the result of tests of the 15 (5.9) and 20 centimeter (7.8 inches) spheres in 
the" open tunnel. " It is not even necessary to plot thc curves to ee that they have noticeably 
different ordinates at th same valuc of Reynolds number. In the latteL' tests, such turbulence 
as existed mu t have been of larger scale than wa pos ible with the fine honeycomb in the 
tunnel. 
To obtain dynamic similarity between two system of flow, it is ordinarily considered 
sufficient to establi h equal Reynolds numbers for the ca e compared, the bodies in the flow 
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FIG. 16.-R.esistance o( spberes in (ree 
air. 
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FIG. l7.-Resistance o( spberes in air. 
y tern being geometrically similar. However, in wind-tunnel testing, although we establish 
equal Reynolds numbers for two geometrically similar objects, if the cale of tmbulence is 
:fixed by such damping device a honeycombs, etc., and we even neglect the fact that the 
Reynolds number of the tunnel itself (i. e., L being a tunnel dimen ion) must change with 
velocity, complete dynamic similarity is impossible because the airflow is not geometrically 
similar when referred to the dimensions of the objects tested. 
Introducing this con ideration, it will be seen at once that the ideal conditions were much 
more closely attained in the air stream of fine texture tmbulence than the one existing with 
the honeycomb removed. This 1 a matter which will not be noticed in work with very stable 
systems of flow ; but, for the fine accuracy necessary for the use of spheres in the stand-
ardization of wind tunnels, it assume a more important r61e. 
An explanation of a great part of the discrepancies noted is, in all probability, to be found 
in the novel results of the tests in Section II. It will be noticed, if the resume be consulted, 
that in every former research for which detail of the apparatus are known, excepting 
that of Riabouchinskjr and one section of Eiffel' work, the spheres were supported in one 
of the following ways: 
(1) By a spindle perpendicular to the air stream. 
(2) By a system entailing the u e of wires of which at lea tone Wa attached to the phere 
itself at or upstream from the equator. 
, 
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The data in Table III show that the resistance of a sphere, supported as in (1) , may be more 
than 2.5 times that when supported by a back spindle only. This value applies, of course, to a 
specific set of conditions and was observed at a value of E greater than the critical, but Figure 
7 clearly demonstrates the nature of the influence. 
The work on the effect of wire interference wa inspired by the disagreement between the 
first wind-tunnel data on spheres and those Crowley and Brown obtained in their towing test. 
Figure 8 is eloquent on this subject. It will be seen that the curves are reasonably well grouped 
until the transitional regime' has been passed, but that, beyond this, the addition of a wire 
may more than double the resistance. 
The effect of the wire is, of course, to force the formation of the closed curve of discontinuity 
at an unnatural position. Prandtl and Wieselsberger obtained a similar effect by putting a 
wire ring around their sphere upstream of the equator. Prandtl speaks at some length on 
the theory of this phenomenon, saying that a boundary air layer of very small thickne s must 
exist at all points upstream of the normal circle of discontinuity and that, by adding a ring 
of wire whose thickne s of 1 millimeter (0.039 inch) was said to be greater than that of the 
boundary layer, the effect of truncating this 
layer was obtained. Although destruction of the 
continuity of the layer at a single point seems 
superficially unimportant, it is regretted that, 
having obtained such unusual results by the use 
of a ring, and knowing that in the low resi tance 
05 
04 
l\J 03 
regime of flow the circle of discontinuity must '=Ij'g., 
be well back of the equator, the G6ttingen ~ 
experimenters did not investigate the effects of ~ 02 
their equatorial supporting wires. 
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An interesting point in this connection came 
to light during the writing of this discus ion. 
At the Bureau of Standards, an attempt to cor-
roborate the above ·wire interference phe- 000 4 8 12 IS 20 24 28 
nomena- by having the wire approach the sur- V =mp.5. 
face of the sphere-failed because the wire wa FIG. lS.-Resistance of sphere (EifIcl). 
never brought closer than ! inch (12.7 millimeter) from the Uliacc. Any clo er approach 
produced such violent in tability that the work wa abandoned for fear of damage to the 
apparatu . 
Data on the support used by Loukianof were not available, so hi extraordinarily high 
minimum value of OD can not have comment here, but it i ignificant that the value obLained 
at the N. P. L., which are next highest-if we consider only those beyond the transitional regime, 
are below the mUu'{imum indicated in Figure 7. 
Tbis leaves the work of Eiffel a the only remainina member of a one-time large group 
of nonconforming rc ult. Three curve, obtained from the data gi,-en in ouvelles Recherche 
are hown in Figure 18. T.he influence of the pendulum method of upport i clearly shown, 
and it is ignificant that the difference between he re ult from two and four wire support, 
are not as large as those between back pindle and two-wire method. To accounL for the om-
paratively bigh minimum value of OD obtained by the pindle method i difficult, but the fol-
lowing point eem important: Te t of three phere do not indicate the validity of Reynold' 
law and the minima are ucce ively bigher with increa ing spher diameters. In the light of 
the work on turbulence, ihi condition would be interpreted a the result of turbulence of "Very 
coal' e scale and strongly defined pattern, both of wbich eem pIau ible on reference to draw-
ings showing the ize and location of honeycomb in the Eiffel tunnel. 
Section III i almo t entirely of confirmatory nature. The effect of increa ing the degree 
of turbulence wa found to agree with the behavior uescribed in Lhe work of Pannell and of 
Prandtl. Although the first step, from " open tunnel" to fine honeycomb i contradictory, the 
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result how a ystematic increase of minimum value with increasing turbulence. While no 
positive proof of the fact exi t , there i a su picion that the air- peed measurement during 
the tests with no honeycomb was ornewhat in error and that the actual air speeds were lightly 
higher than tho e recorded. The doubt i founded on subsequent Pitot calibration, but as 
the tunnel has been ehano-ed slightly inee these tests, an absolute verification is out of the 
question. However, if this were to be found to be the ca e, the sequence of minima would be 
complete, for the coefficient for this condition would be reduced. 
The data obtained from the work in the variable density tunnel form a valuable addition 
to the exi ting information on phere resi tance. A these te t were made before the in talla-
tion was actually completed, i. e., adequate honeycombs not yet provided and the balance 
not completely free from those inaccuracie always pre ent in new apparatus of uch com-
plicated nature, the small discrepancies between difierent et of data were not at all unexpected. 
The outstanding features of the results are, of course, the large range covered, the very 
low minimum coefficient obtained, and the flattening of the coefficient curve in the high VL 
range. Coincidence with the result from the atmospheric tunnel would be remarkably close 
if the CUl've were to be shifted lightly out on the E scale, and this is the effect which would 
be expected with finer texture of turbulence. It is also pleasing to note that the re ults from 
the variable den ity tunnel approach tho e of the towing and dropping te ts at high values 
of E. 
The minimum coefficient obtained in these te tithe lowest ever attained, it is believed, 
but that need cause no alarm. There were several factors pre ent, all of which might tend to 
bring thi about. The method of upport must have had some effect for, with a small dead-
air region behind the phere- which must exist when 00 i very mall- the large trut con-
taining the balance bar would certainly tend to increa e the " finene ratio of the whole flow 
system," if such a conception is not too far fetched. The proximity of model and honeycomb 
and the ize of the tubes in the latter, would probably work at cross purpo es so that consid-
eration ha little explanatory value. \. point not hitherto mentioned i the magnitude of 
directional fluctuations in the air flow. Thi is known to be everal time greater as well as 
more rapid than that for the atmo pheric tunnel; this has been found by taking photographic 
records, u ing a very en itive yaw head connected to a special high-speed recording air-speed 
meter. The fluctuations in the variable den ity tunnel are mall- merely fractions of a degree-
but the condition in the atmo pheric tunnel is so unu ually fine that there i quite a difference. 
This fact, when con idered in the light of the work of Katzmeyer, of Vienna, concerning the 
effect of directional variation on airfoil drag, would certainly admit the po sibility of an 
explanation of the low minimum. 
The experinlents with falling phere aJ:e probably of even greater value than tho e in the 
variable density tunnel, although the former were conducted with apparatu and under con-
ditions not entirely ideal. The shape of the CUl've of 00 vel' us E is intensely interesting 
from a theoretical tandpoint. Lanche tel', in hi Aerodynamics, advanced the theory that 
sphere re i tance would have three phases if referred to a velocity base: Fir t, the Lokes 
regime in which D ex: V; second the Allen phase in which D ex: V1.5 and finally the true ew-
tonian re i tance wherein D ex: P. Thi sequence would result in a OD versu E curve compo ed 
of the vertical branch of a r ctangular hyperbola and a horizontal traight line, connected by 
a CUl've of exponent 1.5. Or, if re i tanee were plotted against velocity on 10gaJ'ithmic paper, 
the "curve" would b made up of segment of the traight line having lopes of 1, 1.5, 
and 2, respectively. The curve in Figure 16 bear considerable re emblance to the predicted 
shape. 
An intere ting extrapolation of tIll curve may be had by u ing data from Humphrey' 
" Physics of the Air." Hi information, the frui t of countle ob ervations by meteorologi ts , 
give , for the fall of a rain drop (approximately spherical) of 3 millimeters (0.11 inch) diam-
eter, a velocity of 7 m. p . . (22.9 ft. p. sec.). Calculated for the sy tem of coefficient used 
here, the result would be 00=0 .515 at a value of E = 0.0014 X lOs. 
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The only other experiments with free spheres in air, tho e of Hasselberg and Birkeland, 
form an intcre ting compa.ri on. It would be very ha.rd to determine whether or not a critical 
point wa found but, in that range in which CD is en ibly constant, its value is within 5 per 
cent of that obtained from the dropping Lests of the ame pha e. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
With the completion of the research, seyeral facts stand out a new information. 
The method of upport, in sphere te ting, i very important; Lo obtain reliable data, the 
upporL hould be ueh that it can not interfere with the formation or natural movemenL of 
the boundary of Ii continuous flow. 
The eITect of increasing turbulence is to cau e the tran iLion of flow to occur at smaller 
values of the Reynolds number, hut its eff ct on the re i tance heyond the critical phase is 
not 0 determinate. The result of the e te ts indicate that increasing turbulence will cause a 
ri e in the minimum value of the resistance coefficient, but the scale, or "grain," of 
turbulence seems to be interlocked with that quality which might be termed" intensity " 
in such an involved way that conclu ions regarding the minima aJ'e not ju tined. The one 
determined effect of scale of turbulence is to control the degree with which true dynamic similar-
ity may be maintained throughout a series of te t with spheres of different ize. If the scale 
i fine, a compa.red with the diameter of the malie t sphere, a good approximation may be 
had throughout; if it is coarse, Reynold law no longer serve even as an indicator. 
The ab ence of information concerning the pecific nature of the various form of tur-
bulence, and the con equent nonexi tance of term definitive of it characLeri tic, preclude, 
for the pre ent at lea t, a complete analy i of thi pha e of the ubject but it i inLere ting Lo 
note that at large values of E the effect of turbulence seem to become relatively unimportant , 
as the resistance coefficients obtained under greatly differing conditions ar moving toward 
coincidence there. 
The te t in free air have demon trated the fact that no exi ting wind tunnel can even 
approximate the nonturbulent condition prevailing in the atmosphere. 
In the presence of little turbulence, the re i tance of phere conform well to Lanche ter's 
prediction, increasing diJ:eetly with velocity at small Reynolds number, then at a lightl~T 
faster rate and finally conforming almost perfectly with the V2 law. 
It is recommended that an exten ive tudy be made of the effect of calc and quality, 
or " intensity," of turbulence, for, with thi problem sohTed, the compari on of air flow in 
general, and the tandardization of tho e in wind tunnels in particular, will be facilitated by this 
very powerful tool. 
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APPENDIX. 
ATMOSPHERIC WIND TUNNEL DATA. 
No account of spindle drag has been taken except in Table III- and there only roughly-
because, with the method of support u ed, the sphere so masked the spindle that its drag , 
with the sphere supported in the position of test, was found to be Ie s than 2 per cent of the total. 
Thi proportion exists only at low speed; at high speeds spindle draO" is entirely negliO"ible. 
The average temperature exi ting during these test wa 32° C., and all computation were 
ba ed on this condition. 
VARIABLE DE ITY WIND TUNNEL DATA (NOT INCLUDED) . 
pinelle clI'ag was neglected here, as in the atmospheric tunnel, support being similar. 
Temperature corrections were applied, individually, to each set of reading. 
SPHERE DROPPI G DATA. 
~Ul computations wer e made on the ba is of standard temperature and pres 'uro, L e .. 
15.6° C. and 760 mm. IIg. 
GE ERAL. 
Coefficient of vi cosity (absolute) J.L =0 .0001824 at 23 ° C. and 760 mm. Corrected by the 
formula: 
J.Lt = 0.0001824-0.000000493 (23-1) . 
Air density in metric (kg-m-s) gravitational unit.- : 
p = 0.1247 at 15.6° C. n,nd 760 lllm. 
TABLE 1. 
20-CM. SPHERE. 
I I 
I 
q ( kg./m.') D (kg.) CD E ( X 10-') 
---
3.53 0.04 0.346 0.98 
6. 3 .0784 .309 1.32 
10.68 .1042 .244 1.71 
14.73 . 0926 .1.;7 2.00 
20. 40 .091 ' .112 2.36 
26.45 .0901 .0853 2.68 
32.75 . 0962 .073.S 2.99 
39. 9 .114;' .071 :3. 30 
48. 1 .1399 .072.; 3.62 
57.0 .1693 .0743 
I 
3. 94 
66. .2045 .0766 4.26 
77. :3 .2461 .079. 4.59 
15-CM. SPHEHE. 
3.5a 0.0316 0.39~ 0.735 
6.3 ' .ono .300 .99 
10.6S .0735 .306 1.28 
14.73 .0921 .27 1.50 
20.40 .0994 .216 1.77 
26.45 . 1169 . 196 2.01 
32.75 . 1070 .145 2. 24 
39.9 . 100 . 112 2.48 
48.1 .0858 .0793 2.72 
57.0 .09 .0770 2.96 
66. . 1122 .0745 3.20 
77. 3 .1295 .0745 3.44 
2.4 .1495 .0807 3.68 
Both spheres te.~ted at OA m. down.~trel\m from fine honeycomb (tubes i by 3 incbes) (9 .5 by 76.2 millimeter ). 
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TABLE II. 
2O-CM. SPIIERE. 
--
q (kg./m.·) D (kg.) I CD' E(XIQ-') 
3.17 0.0626 0.49-1 I 0.92.5 
0.77 .0906 .393 1. 2.; 
9.02 .1·11·\ .3!'O 1.60 
1:1.01 .197§ .380 1. X 
1 '. 23 .2413 .331 
I 
2.22 
23.76 .2077 .218 2.5:1 
I 29.40 .1612 .137 2. 2 36.0 .1277 .0866 3.12 
42.7 .1418 .0830 3.40 
51. 5 .1676 .0 14 3.74 
60.6 .2000 .ORH 4.05 
70. i; .2395 .0li27 4.36 
81.0 .2610 .0806 1.6R 
91.1 .3110 .0 ;\ 4.96 
15-CM. SPIIERE. 
,j.77 0.0.;71 0.442 O.U:J 
9.52 .0S22 .394 1.20 
1:1,01 .1215 ,\1.'; 1.41 
1~. 23 .1561 ,391 1.(;(; 
23.76 .1964 .36 1.90 
29.45 .2313 .349 2.22 
36.0 .211 S .261 2. :l4 
42.7 .2201 .229 2.5,; 
,'51. 5 .1972 .170 2.);0 
60.6 .1416 .107 
I 
3.(H 
70. ,0; .1320 .0823 3.2 
gl.O .1487 .0,15 3.S! 
91.1 .1~1~ .o~;o 3.72 
10:1.2 ,2105 .10:; 1 3.96 
- -
Both spheres tested in the "opeo LWlllol. " 
TABJ,,!!; Ill. 
1---
20 C~l. SPUERE. 
P (deg.). D (b'l'OSS). I D (spindle). D (net). C/). 
kg. kg. kg. 
0 n.0947 O. OW:! (),0754 n.os:j.~ 
30 .1300 .019 .1102 .122·1 
60 .2074 .050 ,156(i .17411 
90 .2614 .0769 .1845 ,2Q4S 
110 ,2774 .0818 .1856 .206() 
ISO ,1646 .O1l8 . 152R .16(l(i 
Velocity 25 m. p. s. (approx.). 
q=39.9 kg./m.' 
~OTE.-Spindle dr-"gs wero obtained by simply r~m()vjng tho sphere. 
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TABLE IV. 
20 OM. SPlmItE. 
q (kg·/ m.') D (kg.) CD' E(X I()-') . 
---
\.56 O.OW 0.3,<)6 0.65 
6.38 .0 9 .329 1. 32 
14.73 .0852 .145 2.00 ) W;ro ",,,"ill"', w 26. 45 .1514 .1'13 2. 6 
39.9 .2421 . 152 3.30 airflow . 
57.0 .3223 . 142 3.94 
77.3 .3364 .109 4.59 
\.56 .0250 .401 .9 
6. .0841 . 33 J. 32 
14.73 .0845 . 143 2.00 
26.45 . 1628 .154 2.6, Wi ro 10· forward. 
39.9 .2409 .1 51 3.30 
57.0 . 2871 . 126 3.94 
77.3 .3·102 .110 4.59 
3. 53 . 0525 .372 .98 
6.38 .0793 .311 \. 32 
10.6 .0997 .233 1. 71 
14.73 .1074 .182 2.00 
20.40 .1 224 .149 2.36 Wire 22!· forward . 
26. 45 .1587 .150 2.6 
39. 9 .2595 . J63 3.30 
57.0 .3724 .163 3.94 
77.3 .6069 .197 4.59 
I 1.56 .0277 .455 .65 6.38 .0864 .339 1.32 14.73 .092 . lSI 2.00 
26.45 .10 9 .103 2. 68 Wire 30· forward. 
39.9 .13'10 .040 3.30 
I 
57.0 .1994 .0875 3.94 
77.3 .291 .0943 4.59 
Wire lIsed was 0.018 inch (0,46 millimeter) diameter. 
All results in this table apply to 20 cclltimeter sphere, sUPI)Orted on bent spindlo at 0.4 meter belund nne honeycomb. 
Drag of wire neglected in calculations because it was found to be 3 to 4 per cent of total for worst case. 
Data on spbero alone, ullder Same conditiOns, are contained in Table 1. 
TABLE V. 
Data on resistance of 20 centimeter sphere behind fin e honeycomb and In the "open tunnel" will be fonnd in 
Tables I and II respectively. 
Behind t-inch (6.3 millimeters) mesh screen . 
20 OM. SPIIERE AT 0.4 M. (APPROXIMATE). 
q (kg/m .') D (kg .) Cp' E(X1()-6). 
5.77 0.0753 0.326 0. 93 
9.52 .0894 .285 1.20 
13.01 .11 25 . 216 I. 41 
18.23 .0844 .116 1.66 
23.76 .0941 .0991 1.90 
29.45 .1129 .0958 2.12 
36.0 .1387 .0961 2. 34 
42.7 .1645 .0965 2.55 
51. 5 .1969 .0955 2.80 
60. 6 .2359 .0971 3.04 
70.5 .2780 .09 3.28 
8\.0 .3.'i09 .1082 3.51 
20 OM. SPHERE AT 0.2 ~ 1. (APPROXBlATE). 
5. 77 0.0511 0.222 0.93 
13.01 .0676 .130 1. 20 
18.23 .0951 .130 1.66 
23. 76 .1225 .129 1.90 
29.45 .1726 .106 2. 12 
36.0 . 1939 .1 35 2.34 
.. 
• 
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T ABLE VI. 
Summary of sphere dropping tests . 
Altitude' Weight , Diame- 1 V (max.), j I DragD , CD· E (ft.) (kg.) ter (m.) I (m. p. 5.) (m.p.s.'). (kg.) I (Xl~) 
WAX. SPHERES. 
1,000 0.471 0.20 24.8 0.0 0. 471 0. 317 3.47 
1,000 .610 .20 29.4 .0 .610 .282 4.10 
1,000 . 10 .20 42. 0 .0 .810 .184 5. 85 
1,000 1.230 .20 41.0 .50 1.166 .278 5.71 
RUBBER SPHERES. 
(BLUE.) 
1,000 1.330 0.324 32.0 0.0 1.330 0. 197 7.23 
1,000 1.330 .324 33.3 .0 1.330 . 184 7.46 
2,000 1.330 .324 37.8 .0 . 1.330 .142 I 8.54 
3,000 I. 330 . 324 33.5 . 0 1. 330 .181 7. 7
 
2,000 5.000 .324 52.0 .0 5. 000 .284 11. 70 (?) 
(YELLOW.) 
2,000 
I 
2. 500 
I 
0.30 
I 
41.0 I 0.0 
I 
2.500 
I 
0.252 I . 2 (?l 2,000 2.500 . 305 0.  .0 2. 500 .269 51  
1,000 2.500 .30 50.0 .0 2.500 .169 10.7~ 
WOODEN SPHERES. 
2,000 I 5.242 I 0.380 , 
57.0 , 0.0 I 5. 242 0.179 I 15. 12 2,000 2.493 .299 53.0 .0 2.493 .159 11.05 I 
j is the acceleration existing at the maximum velocity attained. 
Data marked (?) is for spheres which had been loaded, r&-infiated and patched. Data arising from 
these drops are not plotted on th curve 
sheet, Fig. 16. 
o 
, 
, 
J 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows. 
Axis. 
Designation. 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
Sym- symbol. bo!. 
LongitudinaL . . . X X 
LateraL ____ .. __ y y 
NormaL. ____ .. Z Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L c=--I qbS 
Diameter, D 
M 0=--
m qcS 
Pitch (a) Aerodynamic pitch, po. 
(b) Effective pitch, pe 
(c) Mean geometric pitch, PI: 
(d) Virtual pitch, pv 
(e) Standard pitch, p. 
Pitch ratio, p/D 
Inflow velocity, V' 
Slipstream velocity, V. 
Moment about axis. Angle. 1 __ v_e_Io_c,it_ie_B_' __ 
Designa-
tion. 
rolling .. ... 
pitching . .. / yawing ____ . 
Sym-
bol. 
PositiYe 
direc-
tion . 
I Linear I ])esigna- Rym- (compo- An tion. bol. nent along gular. 
axis). 1 
1, 
M 
_\-
1-- ---- 1- --1 
Y~Z roiL .. .. 1 <I> u p 
Z~X pitch. ' __ e v q 
x~r yaw ..... 1 -V w r 
Anglc of et of control surface (relative to 
neutral po-.;jLion) , O. (Indicate surface by 
pruper snhscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOL 
Thrust. T 
Torque, Q 
Power. P 
(If It coefficients II are introduced all units 
u 'ed mllst be consistent.) 
Efficiency 71 = T rjP 
Revolutions per sec ., 11; p er min., N 
EfTectiyc helix <lIlgle <P= I an-1 (2:'n) 
5. NUMERI AL RELATIO ' 
1 I-P = 76.04 kg. m/sec. = 550 lb. ft/sec. 
1 kg. m /sec. = 0.01315 lP 
1 lb. = 0.4.)3,)9 kg. 
1 kg. = 2.20-lc62 lb. 
1 mi /hr. =0.44704 m/sec. 
1 m/sec. =2.23693 mi/hr. 
.... 
1 mi. = 1609.33 m. = 520 ft. 
1m. = 3.20 3ft. 
• 
